AGENDA – REGULAR MEETING
GODDARD CITY PLANNING COMMISSION/BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
118 North Main, Goddard, KS
Monday, March 13, 2017, 7:00 P.M.
A)

Call to Order

B)

Pledge of Allegiance and Invocation

C)

Approval of the Agenda

D)

Citizen Comments

E)

Approval of Minutes
1. Regular Meeting: September 12, 2016

F)

Board of Zoning Appeals

G)

Old Business

H)

New Business
1. Powers & Duties of Kansas Planning Commissions presentation

I)

Staff Reports
1. Community Development Director’s Report
 2016 Building Activity
 Community Development Activities
 2017 YTD Building Activity
 Zoning & Subdivision Regulations (PUD)
 Other News: Records; website; commercial development handout; STAR Bond
project; Medicalodges/WindyRidge development
2. Capital Improvements Program (CIP) update

J)

Commissioner Comments

K)

Adjourn

Attachments
Agenda Subject to Revision.
Next Regular Meeting of the Planning Commission is scheduled for March 13, 2017.

MINUTES – REGULAR MEETING
GODDARD PLANNING COMMISSION/BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
118 North Main St., Goddard City Hall
September 12, 2016
A. CALL TO ORDER: The Goddard City Planning Commission/ Board of Zoning Appeals met
in a Regular Session on Monday, September 12, 2016 at 7:00 p.m. Chairman Doug
VanAmburg called the meeting to order. Commissioners Doug VanAmburg, Brad Cline,
Darrin Cline, Doug Hall, Ed Knox, Justin Parks were present. Commissioner Shane Grafing
was absent. City staff present: Kelly Bergeron, Director of Community Development.
B. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE AND INVOCATION: Chairman Doug VanAmburg led the
Commission in the Pledge of Allegiance and the Invocation.
C. APPROVAL OF THE AGENDA: Bergeron presented the agenda. Commissioner Darrin Cline
made a motion to accept the Agenda as presented. Commissioner Ed Knox seconded the
motion. Motion carried 6-0.
D. CITIZEN COMMENTS: No citizen comments were made.
E. APPROVAL OF MINUTES: Bergeron presented the meeting minutes from the regular
meetings of July 11, 2016. Commissioner Darrin Cline moved to approve the minutes as
presented. Commissioner Brad Cline seconded the motion. Motion carried 6-0.
F. BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS:
F.1 – Public Hearing and Adoption of 2016 City of Goddard Zoning Code Update
In August 2015 the Goddard Planning Commission- Board and Zoning Appeals, Goddard
City Council and staff undertook a review and update to the Goddard Zoning Code that
was adopted in 2004. Each article was reviewed individually by staff, the Planning
Commission, and City Council. The draft updates were then reviewed by City Attorney
Bob Coykendall with Morris Laing for legal compliance and the inclusion of the most up
to date Kansas Statutes. This meeting serves as the required public hearing for the new
zoning code. The new code becomes effective following the adoption by the City
Council and publication of the adoption ordinance.
Commissioner Doug VanAmburg opened the public hearing and asked for comments
and feedback. Mr. Roy Jones, 109 N. Pine, noted that more people in town should be
appreciative of the code and what the planning commission does because it is positive,
long term planning for the safe and continued growth of the city.
No other comments were made by the public. Commissioner Doug VanAmburg closed
the public hearing.
The Commissioners reviewed the final code presented and noted no additional
suggestions or changes.
Commissioner Ed Knox moved to adopt the proposed 2016 Zoning Code, forwarding a
recommendation of adoption to the Goddard City Council at the September 19, 2016
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Council Meeting, noting that the changes are consistent with the intent and purposes of
these regulations, as required in Goddard Zoning Code Article 11, Section 100, G, 1.
Commissioner Brad Cline seconded the motion. Motion carried 6-0.
G. OLD BUSINESS: No old business was presented.
H. NEW BUSINESS: No new business was presented.
I.

STAFF REPORTS: Bergeron reviewed the staff report, updating the Commission on
ongoing projects in the community, including The Assembly at Goddard Church,
McDonalds, and the upcoming demolition of Marcie’s Cafe.

J.

COMMISSIONER COMMENTS: No Commissioner Comments were reported.

K. ADJOURNMENT: Commissioner Darrin Cline moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:21 p.m.
Commissioner Brad Cline seconded the motion. Motion carried 6-0.
Meeting adjourned at 7:40 p.m.
Kelly Bergeron, Director of Community Development
Minutes Pending Approval at the November 14, 2016 Planning Commission Meeting.

Powers & Duties of the
Planning Commission

TIM JOHNSON, ICMA-CM
Director, Community Development
City of Goddard, Kansas

Basic Duties of the Planning
Commission/Board of Zoning Appeals


Preparation of the Comprehensive Plan



Preparation of the Zoning Text and Map



Preparation of the Subdivision Regulations



Annual Review of the Comprehensive Plan



Conduct Public Hearings on Zoning Map Changes



Review of Public Facilities



Submit Budget to the City Commission
~

Planning Commission/BZA
Additional Duties
May create subcommittees or technical
committees to consider…
• Principles of Sustainable Development
• Energy Conservation Design
• Building Design Guidelines
• Landscape Design Standards
• Protection of Riparian Corridors
• Stormwater Management
~

The Planning Commission/BZA
and City Council Relationship
A good Planning Commission has the ability to command public attention.

Effective leadership, unbiased deliberations, open debate and discussion, and
well thought out advice from the Planning Commission informs the public
that an objective recommendation is being forwarded to the City Council.

Simply put, good planning can contribute to good government.

The Planning Commission and
City Council Relationship can…
Generate ideas and policy direction on planning issues facing the city;

Promote emphasis on future threats, needs and opportunities;

Allow citizens on all sides of a “hot political issue” to express their opinions and clarify the
public’s position;
And foster governmental cooperation with business groups, older neighborhoods, and
special interests groups.
Finally, politics is best left with the politicians; let the Planning Commission build bridges
and devise sound planning strategies.

What is the Comprehensive Plan
intended to accomplish?
Defines a Vision for the Future
Identifies Local Issues and Concerns

Identifies Goals and Priorities
Develops Options and Alternatives
Illustrative Maps and Strategies
Programs for Plan Implementation

How is the Comprehensive Plan
Prepared?
The Planning Commission is
responsible for preparing and
adopting the comprehensive plan.
K.S.A. 12-747

Identify
Participants

Prepare Planning
Program

Identify Issues,
Collect and
Analyze Data

Prepare, Review
and Adopt the
Plan

Applying the Comprehensive Plan
Kansas case law requires the Planning Commission/BZA to
consider the comprehensive plan during a rezoning.
Golden v. City of Overland Park, 1978

Guides the evaluation of proposals for new development
by focusing on the community impact and their longrange planning appropriateness.

Guides the physical, social, and economic development
of the community in order to fulfill common goals and to
protect common values.

Using the Comprehensive Plan in a
Public Hearing…
Ensures consistency in
decision-making by the
Planning
Commission/BZA and
the Governing Body
~

Using the Comprehensive Plan in a
Public Hearing…
Allows the Planning
Commission to focus its
decision making on
community and not
special interest groups.
~

Zoning Regulations
The Planning
Commission/BZA is
responsible for preparing
and adopting zoning
regulations (text and map).
A zoning hearing is a quasijudicial public hearing, and
the final decision must be
based on the evidence
submitted.
K.S.A 12-756

~

Some facts about zoning.
Zoning was established in the 1920s when the U.S. Supreme Court
approved the concept of land use regulation.
It is intended to be the tool to implement the comprehensive plan.
Its authority to regulate private land is derived from the police power
of the state.
Police power is the authority of government to protect public health,
safety, morals, and general welfare of the citizens.

How do you conduct a zoning
hearing?

Staff
Presentation

Applicant
Presentation

Conduct
Public
Hearing

Allow for Q &
A for staff,
applicant,
and public

Planning
Commission
deliberations

Make Motion
and
Elaborate
Reasons for
Vote

Factors to consider when deciding a
request for a change of zoning


Demonstration of need for the change



Character of the neighborhood



Zoning designation of nearby properties



Suitability of the use to which the property is now restricted



Length of time the subject property has remained vacant
under the current zoning designation



Relative loss or gain to the subject property owner as
compared to the relative loss of nearby property owners



Recommendation of city staff
~

Factors to consider when deciding a
request for a change of zoning (cont.)


Conformance with the comprehensive plan, or other
planning policies and documents of the city to guide its
growth and development



The availability and adequacy of required utilities and
services to serve the proposed use



The extent to which the proposed use will adversely affect
the capacity or safety of the street or road network
influenced by the use; or if the proposed use provides
adequate access roads or ingress and egress to prevent
traffic hazards
~

Decisions must be made based on
the facts presented


Recommendations of professional staff



Findings presented by the applicant



Findings offered at the public hearing



What about a private conversation?



What about a letter from a citizen?

Planning Commissioners must weigh the evidence and make
their decision based on the facts of the case.
~

Participants must be afforded
procedural due process


Proper Notification (published & written)



Opportunity to be heard at the public hearing

Decisions are not a popularity contest based on the number
of people in a room.
~

Commissioners must acknowledge
any potential conflict of interest when
considering a zoning case


Financial relationship



Business associate, close family connection, or other
association



Contact with citizens, developers, fellow Commissioners



(ex parte contact)
~

Subdivision Regulations Contents

The Planning Commission is responsible for preparing
and adopting subdivision regulations.
K.S.A. 12-749
~

Subdivision Regulations

Subdivision regulations
define specifications
and performance
standards regarding
how a piece of land is
divided into parcels.

Subdivision Regulation Contents
(K.S.A. 12-749)
Efficient and orderly location of streets
Reduction of vehicular congestion

Reservation or dedication of land for open space
Off Site and on-site public improvements
Recreational facilities ; dedication of land for park purposes
Flood protection
Building Lines

Compatibility of design
Stormwater runoff
Any other services, facilities and improvements deemed appropriate

Review & Approval of Plats
Overview of the Process


Step 1. Preliminary Plat -- a preliminary drawing showing all
existing topographical, legal and physical features along the
proposed manner or layout of the subdivision.



Step 2. Final Plat – final drawing of the subdivision to be recorded
after approval by the planning commission and governing body.
~

Authority of the Planning Commission


Preliminary plats may be delayed or denied when the
applicant fails to comply with the adopted standards for
improvements, public facilities, lot layout and other design
standards.



Preliminary plats may be delayed or denied where there is
a fair and substantial showing that the subdivision will
cause serious off-site flooding, or environmental
degradation, or increase the burden of inadequate
municipal facilities, such as roads or sewers.
~

QUESTIONS?
Thank You

City of Goddard
Goddard Planning Commission / Board of Zoning Appeals
Monday, February 13, 2017

TO:
Planning Commission/Board of Zoning Appeals
SUBJECT:
Staff Report
INITIATED BY: Tim Johnson, Director of Community Development

There being no business to come before the Planning Commission/Board of Zoning Appeals, the
regularly scheduled meeting for October 2016 – January 2017 were cancelled.

2016 BUILDING ACTIVITY
Type of Permit

2015

2016

% +/-

$ Permit Value

$ Project Value

New Homes
Roofing & Siding
Other Building
Commercial
Electrical
Mechanical
Plumbing
Fence
Sign

8
20
17
3
38
28
50
22
8

18
61
19
11
31
36
56
26
10

125%
205%
12%
267%
-18%
29%
12%
18%
25%

20,580
7,636
5,344
$99,832
$3,621
$1,923
$2,505
$390
$715

$3,158,680
$505,012
$374,430
$33,096,883
-

TOTAL

194

268

$142,546

$37,135,005

In 2016, eighteen (18) new residential building permits were issued. The average appraised value of
each home is $175,482, and the average assessed value is $20,180. The total estimated increase in
assessed valuation for new residential construction was $363,248 on a total estimated appraised
valuation of $3,158,680. The increase in assessed valuation is approximately 114% percent of that in
2015.
Commercial growth accounted for approximately 70 percent of total permit revenues and 89 percent of
estimated appraised value of all construction in 2016. The estimated assessed value of commercial
construction (once completed) is $8,274,220. Two of these projects, the hotel and natatorium located
on Crowne Drive, are part of the STAR Bond project and comprise 74 percent of commercial permit
revenues, and 81 percent of estimated commercial appraised value.
Total permit fees for 2016 were $142,546. The city keeps half of that amount; the remainder goes to
the Sedgwick County Metropolitan Area Building and Construction Department (MABCD) to cover the
cost of inspections.

2016 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
In 2016 staff continued to meet with business and industry in the City and region, as well as developers
who have expressed interested in Goddard. The Community continues to be a business-friendly
environment, taking advantage of the small town atmosphere and proximity of the larger city amenities,
including access to the airport and I-35.
Murphy Oil opened a fueling station at Kellogg & 183rd, in front of Walmart, and TND Investments began
remodeling the property at 19950 W. Kellogg Dr. (Ace Hardware), subdividing the space. One of these
spaces will become home to a Dollar Tree store in 2017.
Finally, the City Council approved a request from Medicalodges, Inc. for a resolution of support for their
application to the Kansas Housing Resources Corporation for tax credits to develop up to 26 units of
income-qualified housing for seniors.

2016 PLANNING COMMISSION/BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS
The Goddard Planning Commission & Board of Zoning Appeals met 7 times in regular session during
2016. The City’s Zoning and Subdivision Regulations were completed, reviewed and forwarded to the
City Council for adoption. The Planning Commission also reviewed and approved four Conditional Use
permits, and one Special Use permit.






Conditional Use Permit: Accessory Structure, 114 N. Spruce
Conditional Use Permit: Outdoor Storage & Sales, 20611 W. Kellogg
Conditional Use Permit: Accessory Structure, 317 Willow Ct.
Conditional Use Permit: Outdoor Storage & Sales, 222 N. Main St.
Special Use Permit: Cell Tower, Tanganyika Wildlife Park

BUILDING PERMITS ISSUED YEAR-TO-DATE AS OF JANUARY 31, 2017
Type
Building
2012 Clearstone
929 N Oak Ridge
2305 Sunset St. Basement Finish
2109 Sunset St.
19894 Kellogg Dr. Ste. A
TOTAL

No. of Permits

Valuation

Total Permit Costs

1
1
1
1
1

350,000
135,800
18,000
170,855
12,500

1,670
1152
2460
1055
191

$687,155

$6,528

ZONING & SUBDIVISION REGULATIONS
It appears the adoption of the 2016 Zoning and Subdivision Regulations may have inadvertently resulted
in the elimination of the City’s Planned Unit Development (PUD) zoning classification. This classification
is the most effective way Goddard had to encourage and implement mixed-use development, as well as
land uses that do not fit neatly within other zoning classifications. Both Tanganyika Park and Dove
Estates were developed as PUDs.

The original enabling ordinance was adopted in August 2004 (ORD. NO. 607) and was a separate piece of
legislation, apart from the Zoning Regulations previously adopted by the City of Goddard. It appears
that during the rewrite of those regulations the PUD language was not incorporated into the new
document. Unfortunately, when the new regulations were adopted September 19, 2016 that ordinance
(ORD. NO. 793) repealed several earlier ordinances, including Ordinance No. 607. Therefore, the City at
this time has no legal provision for a Planned Unit Development (PUD) zoning classification. Staff are
researching how best to remedy this situation and will provide more information in the near future.

OTHER NEWS
Implementation of a system of planning files organization has begun. This will clarify the location and
content of all plats, zoning cases, CUPs, SUPs, and variances.
The City launched a new website in December 2016, and staff have been updating and adding content
to the Community Development web pages of the site.
Staff completed a single-sheet handout (web document) summarizing commercial opportunities, the
STAR Bond project, and a some of the important variables developers look at when they consider
commercial investment in a community.
The STAR Bond project continues to progress. Although the STAR Bond project experienced a delay in
2016, construction is now scheduled to begin the first quarter of 2017. Staff anticipate additional
development in the area once construction on the hotel and natatorium begins.
Finally, the Governing Body was approached late last year by Medicalodges/WindyRidge Development,
who requested and received a Resolution of Support for an application to the Kansas Housing Resources
Corporation for housing tax credits to help finance a senior living development on Easy Street adjacent
to their current facility. The city engineer is reviewing utilities requirements, and the zoning
amendment information was forwarded to the applicant. Staff expect the zoning request to be
submitted, pending award of the tax credits.
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An El train passes over the 606, an urban park and elevated trail stretching 2.7 miles across four Chicago neighborhoods.

Contemporary Parks and Recreation Planning
AMERICAN PARKS AND

KELLY WILSON, ©AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION (CC BY-NC-4.0)

PLANNING recreation planning
evolved from the sanitary
TOOLS

reform and health
movement in the mid19th century. In her seminal 1982 work,
The Politics of Park Design, Galen Cranz
discusses how subsequent parks and
park systems have reflected the values,
needs, and attitudes of American society,
including the Pleasure Ground (1850–
1900), the Reform Park (1900–1930),
the Recreation Facility (1930–1965), the
Open Space System (1965–2004), and
most recently, the Sustainable Park that
responds to the needs for our cities to
become more ecologically and socially
sustainable.
The current focus on sustainability
has led to far more complex parks and

recreation planning processes, as noted by
Peter Harnik in Urban Green: Innovative
Parks for Resurgent Cities:
“A major problem for [park] advocates
and managers is that parks seem relatively
simple and straightforward. People
frequently say, ‘It’s not rocket science, it’s
just a park.’ No! For rockets . . . you need
to be good at math. Parks require math
plus horticulture, hydrology, psychology,
sociology, and communication. They are
immensely complicated.”
Today’s parks and recreation master
plans may address any number of urban
issues important to a community:
residents’ needs and priorities; programs;
capital improvements; trends; operations
and maintenance; funding and fiscal
sustainability; political priorities; level
of service; comprehensive plan goals;

service-delivery models; mission, and
role; branding; partnerships; staffing; land
development codes; impact fees; park
classifications; economic development;
social equity; environment and green
infrastructure; agency accreditation; cost
recovery; aging in place; design standards;
marketing; tourism; health and wellness;
quality of life; crime; redevelopment; and
resource protection.
There is no prescribed process or
methodology for conducting a parks
and recreation system planning process.
According to APA’s 2008 Planning
Advisory Service Report From Recreation
to Re-creation, “specific guidance on
planning for parks and open space
systems in a manner similar to other
community resources is simply not
available.”
American Planning Association
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The planning process
As outlined in the recent PAS Memo
entitled “Alternatives for Determining
Parks and Recreation Level of Service,”
the typical parks and recreation master
planning process consists of four phases:
existing conditions analysis; needs and
priorities assessment; long-range vision;
and implementation strategy. Each phase
of the process builds on the findings and
conclusions from the previous phase(s).
THE EXISTING CONDITIONS ANALYSIS

includes an assessment of both the
community and the parks and recreation
system. The community analysis focuses
on understanding the context of the
parks and recreation system within the
community’s history, vision, values,
demographics, land-use patterns, and
standards. This phase typically includes
the review of previously prepared guiding
documents such as comprehensive
plans, vision plans, strategic plans,
redevelopment plans, previous parks
and recreation master plans, and other
documents related to the issues being
addressed in the process.
It is particularly important to evaluate
existing and projected future land
development patterns and demographics
to gain a thorough understanding of
the types of people who are and will be
living in the community, their preferred
lifestyles, the density of development in
different parts of the community, and
other factors that may provide insights
into parks and recreation needs, priorities,
and desired levels of service.
THE NEEDS AND PRIORITIES
ASSESSMENT determines the

gaps between existing and desired
conditions. Communities typically use
a “triangulated” approach to identifying
needs, including various types of
qualitative and quantitative techniques
to determine top priorities from different
perspectives.
Qualitative techniques typically
include interviews with elected officials,
community leaders, and other key
2
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stakeholders; focus group meetings
with user groups such as sports leagues,
seniors, and teenagers; workshops with
a project advisory committee and the
public; and informal discussions with
residents at special events.
Quantitative techniques include
statistically valid surveys, nonstatistically valid online surveys, and
LOS benchmarking in comparison with
other communities. It is important to
note that benchmarking has replaced
state or national standards in determining
appropriate parks and recreation LOS.
The third phase of the planning
process is to develop a long-range vision
based on findings from the first two
phases of the process, best planning
practices and principles, and the unique
desires and aspirations of the community.
Elements typically include a long-range
vision for each of the parks and recreation
“subsystems” such as parks, trails, and
bikeways; athletic complexes; community
centers; aquatic centers; civic plazas;
natural areas; historical and cultural sites;
water access; and programs.
THE IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

may include recommendations for
funding, phasing, partnerships,
capital improvements, programs,
operations, maintenance, staffing,
policies, regulations, and the means of
accomplishing the long-range vision.
The implementation phase also includes
recommendations for updates to the
community’s comprehensive plan,
impact fee ordinance, land development
regulations, and other policy and
regulatory documents to reflect the
new vision and standards for parks and
recreation.
Relationship to a community’s
comprehensive plan
David Rouse, faicp, APA’s managing
director of research and advisory services,
noted at a recent parks conference that
“the comprehensive plan is the framework
defining how all city plans, investments,
and programs fit together to support a

common direction.” Since a parks and
recreation system master plan addresses
so may elements of the public realm—“a
community’s publicly accessible system
of streets, sidewalks, parks, civic spaces,
historic and cultural areas, natural areas,
trails, stormwater treatment ponds, utility
corridors and/or other lands owned and
managed by city, county, regional, state or
federal agencies” it is imperative that the
comprehensive plan reflect the findings
and recommendations for the parks
and recreation system master plan. Key
elements that should be included in the
comprehensive plan include the summary
of findings from the existing conditions
analysis and needs assessment; proposed
guiding principles, projects, and initiatives
from the long range vision; and an
overview of the proposed implementation
strategy. The specific details of the parks
and recreation master plan can also be
adopted into the comprehensive plan by
reference.
The role of planning commissions
Planning commissions can play a vital
role during the parks and recreation
master planning process, providing
interim review and feedback regarding the
needs assessment findings, the long range
vision, and the implementation strategy.
Commissioners should ask to
review interim draft documents at
each stage of the planning process, as
well as interim presentations to the
commission. Commissioners can identify
any conflicts or inconsistencies between
the parks and recreation master plan
and the comprehensive plan, as well as
opportunities to further community goals
and policies.
Perhaps most importantly, planning
commissioners can serve as the “vision
keepers” for the community, making sure
that every planning decision is consistent
with the community’s vision for its parks
and recreation system.
—David Barth, phd, aicp, asla
Barth is the principal of Barth Associates in
Gainesville, Florida. He specializes in the planning,
design, and implementation of the public realm.
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Communities should plan parks that are accessible for use by people of all ages and abilities.

Adapting Communities for an Aging Population

CAROLYN TORMA, ©AMERICAN PLANNING ASSOCIATION (CC BY-NC-4.0)

IF YOU’VE NOTICED

an increase in the
BEST
number of older people
PRACTICES
in your community, you
are bearing witness to
a global phenomenon.
The aging of society is both an amazing
opportunity and a significant challenge.
Older adults are an extraordinary social
and economic resource—as caregivers,
volunteers, skilled employees, investors,
and consumers. At the same time,
increased longevity corresponds to
more years of living with disabilities.
For example, we can expect to live six
to eight years past our ability to drive
safely. The need for support in daily
activities such as food preparation and
self care will be enormous, but changing
household composition will mean less
family support and more reliance on
increasingly expensive professional
services. The health care system will be
strained.

Most American communities have
built environments that are predicated
on continuing capacity to maintain large
homes and drivers. This creates challenges
for older people who wish to retain their
independence and quality of life. Extreme
social isolation is possible, and caregiving
is more difficult.
It is imperative that communities and
their planning efforts get serious about
providing a livable environment that is
supportive of people at all life stages. Aging should be a dominant consideration
in the comprehensive planning process to
ensure that this perspective is embedded
in all aspects of planning and that implementation is not an ancillary consideration. This focus would also be educational, raising awareness for consumers as
they make important long-term decisions
such as housing purchases. Aging must
also become a cornerstone of several
functional areas of planning to integrate it
from the start.

LAND-USE PLAN. A livable community

for older people includes a range of easily
accessible land uses that serve daily needs,
such as grocery stores, pharmacies, restaurants, and medical services. Particular attention needs to be given to the long-term
tenancy of certain uses like grocery stores,
as their closure could have a devastating
effect on people who are aging in place.
Specialized housing such as assisted living
should be in livable, accessible neighborhoods and not relegated to the outskirts of
a community or a nonresidential area.
TRANSPORTATION PLAN. Older people

will continue to drive, but they must also
have viable alternatives. Road design
standards should reflect the possibility
that drivers might have vision deficits
and slower reaction times. Pedestrian
amenities such as benches and crosswalks
in appropriate locations should address
the needs of older people. Transit systems
should be accessible, safe, and responsive.
American Planning Association
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HOUSING PLAN. Communities need to

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT PLAN. Aging

allow the single-family home to adapt to
changing demographics. Universal design
and accessory dwelling units are the two
most significant ways in which the singlefamily home can be made more responsive to the aging of society. Mandatory
universal design will reduce the need to
make expensive modifications that delay
the need to move to more specialized
housing. Accessory dwelling units enable
home owners to derive revenue from
excess space or provide cost-effective
independent living units for family members or care providers.
There is also a need for more housing diversity, including centrally located,
higher density housing connected to
transit services.

can be embraced as a significant economic
opportunity. This might involve initiatives
such as workforce training that supports
an older work force and supporting the
development of new businesses that view
older adults as an important consumer
base.

PARKS AND RECREATION PLAN. Parks

can play an integral role in an older person’s quality of life by serving as a place
for physical activity and relaxation. Design standards need to address the specific
needs of older people, such as appropriately designed benches with armrests that
enable an older person to more easily sit
and then stand up. Specific recreational
needs such as shuffleboards can be offered
in response to the interests of communities adjacent to a particular park.

NEIGHBORHOOD PLAN. At this scale it

is possible to focus on a level of detail
that makes a huge difference in livability for older adults. A new mixed use
development might be modified to meet
specific local needs. Both private property
improvements and public investments
can be encouraged to contribute to the
incremental improvements that are
needed to transform the built environment in support of the aging experience.
Even cracks in sidewalks, which could be
insurmountable obstacles to older people,
could be addressed.
Planning for aging involves recognizing the exceptional opportunity to see
communities from a different perspective.
It is imperative for those involved in the
planning process to develop an appreciation of how people experience a community as they age. To this end, we should
engage older people in meetings, focus
group interviews, expert interviews, and

surveys. Older people can give neighborhood tours to reveal where improvements are needed. Care providers, both
professionals and family members, are an
important source of input, as are unobtrusive observations of older people as they
negotiate the environment.
It may be necessary to help people
consciously view the environment differently in order to identify what is helping
and what is hindering older people. Care
providers, for example, may not currently
appreciate how land-use policy makes
their work more difficult; they just do
what needs to be done.
Solicitation of input about how the
environment can be improved should
be an ongoing effort because the work
will never be completely finished. But
in taking the first steps, planners make
a powerful statement that we need to
humanize our environment to ensure that
it supports life as it is actually lived. Older
adults will have greater opportunities to
maintain their health and independence
and to thereby have a higher quality aging
experience.
—Deborah Howe, phd, faicp
Howe is the president of the Oregon College of
Oriental Medicine, and a former professor of
planning at the Tyler School of Art and Oregon
State University.

PART TWO OF A TWO-PART SERIES

Legal Issues with Form-Based Codes
THIS SECOND PART

to the article begun in
the August/September
LAW
issue (planning.org/
planning/2016/aug/
thecommissioner)
examines the legal issues related to zoning
and provides concluding observations. For
more on form-based codes, see “A Crack in
the Code?” on page 20 in this issue.
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Constitutionality and zoning
litigation
When land development codes are
authorized, they must be exercised in a
constitutionally permissible manner. For
purposes of substantive due process and
equal protection, codes must exercise
legitimate police powers, and there must
be a rational connection between the
development codes and those goals.
For example, in Restigouche v. Town
of Juniper a local government denied a

special exception for an automobile campus, finding that the use contradicted its
planning policies to promote a walkable,
traditional main street (59 F.3d 1208 (11th
Cir. 1995)). The court found that this objective was legitimate and was furthered
by restricting uses with large-format
design, with large parking areas disrupting pedestrian flow between retail.
Other courts have also upheld traditional uses of zoning powers in order to
protect neighborhoods with traditional
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design characteristics. For example,
see City Council of the City of Salem v.
Wendy’s of Western Virginia, Inc., No.
951493 (June 7, 1996).
There is far less guidance in the courts
about traditional mainstays of formbased coding, such as build-to lines (i.e.,
maximum setbacks), parking disposition
(e.g., rear parking requirements), frontage
type standards, minimum building height
standards, and similar restrictions. While
a handful of cases have invalidated some
of these restrictions, many are older and
from an era of land-use law in which both
the courts and the planning profession
were unfamiliar with these newer regulatory tools.
A sound comprehensive planning
process, good findings in both the comprehensive plan and adopting ordinances,
and careful drafting can resolve many of
these issues.
One example is a 1991 Missouri Court
of Appeals decision that struck down the
application of a build-to line to a proposed gas station (Dallen v. City of Kansas
City, 822 S.W.2d 429 (Mo. App. 1991)).
Kansas City had adopted an overlay
district that contained many elements of a
form-based code, including build-to lines,
prohibitions on blank walls, a prohibition
on parking between buildings and the
primary street line, and a prohibition on
“[d]esign and materials that suggest rural,
rustic or non-urban characteristics.”
The court found that the overlay
district regulations conflicted with the
underlying zoning district and were “confiscatory and unconstitutional.” Specifically, the court ruled that the maximum
setback was arbitrary and unreasonable
because it “completely ignores the realities
of operating a gas station.”
Kansas City could have avoided the
outcome and Dallen with more carefully
drafted regulations (avoiding conflicts
with the underlying district standards)
and background analyses that demonstrate the successful application of rear
parking standards to uses such as gasoline
stations. In addition, the decision is
somewhat of an anomaly, as the overlay

minimum height standards in a formbased code should include careful findings that document why the standards
are needed. Graphics that illustrate the
differences between undersized and
properly sized buildings in relation to the
street can help the reader—and, if needed,
a reviewing court—understand why they
are necessary. Updated state planning
legislation can provide further support for
these types of controls.

The District, a shopping area in Henderson,
Nevada, illustrates many features of formbased codes, from a uniform and shallow
setback to the carefully placed door and
window openings that enliven the street
facade.

and base districts would typically allow a
number of uses that easily fit within typical form-based code metrics. Regulations
are not usually considered confiscatory
simply because they deny the viability of
one of many possible uses in a district.
Many form-based codes establish
minimum height or density standards, or
minimum building height requirements at
the street level for storefronts. These standards provide street enclosure, and also
ensure that storefronts remain viable for a
variety of uses. However, minimum height
standards have not fared well in cases
where they have been challenged. Cases
from 1917 to 1967 in South Dakota, New
Jersey, Illinois, and Florida invalidated
minimum height limits, but not in view of
modern planning standards, documentation of the broader relationship between
design and community health, and a more
expansive view of the police power.
A community that wants to include

Other legal principles
Other principles unique to zoning and
land-use law may also affect a form-based
code. These include case law on aestheticbased zoning, uniformity requirements,
vagueness, and spot zoning.
A few states (e.g., Virginia) prohibit
zoning that is designed principally to
promote aesthetics. Even in states that
allow aesthetic-based zoning, a regulation
that has a severe impact on the economic
value of property is more defensible if it is
characterized as protecting public health
rather than promoting visual appearance.
While form-based codes are more specific
about development outcomes than traditional zoning codes, the principles underlying form-based codes are not designed
to further a taste preference. Instead,
they are designed to promote walkability,
healthy communities, and even better
physical outcomes. It is important to
make these principles clear when drafting
a form-based code.
Design-based codes sometimes
include very general statements about
appearance, compatibility, and design.
If these statements require a subjective
interpretation by the permitting authority, a court could overturn the regulations
as excessively vague. While form-based
codes also promote design, they are
usually written with significantly more
precision than the traditional design
review board framework. In most states,
therefore, they should present fewer risks
of a successful vagueness challenge than a
traditional design review code.
One benefit of form-based codes is
their ability to replace vast, single-use
American Planning Association
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Conclusions
Form-based codes are an evolving
practice, and as such have not been tested
very often in the courts. While there are
legal risks, communities can avoid them
with planning, good findings, and careful
drafting.
It is striking that the very principles
underlying modern form-based codes
were part of zoning enabling statutes all
along. However, over the decades, zoning
codes have developed a rigid separation
of uses and structural regulations. It does
not have to be this way, and a growing
body of statutes and case law support the
use of form-based codes to promote an
alternative future.
Before drafting the new form-based
codes, the community should carefully
survey their enabling legislation and case
law to make sure the codes are drafted
with any applicable legal restrictions in
mind. This is the same kind of analysis
that should underlie a traditional zoning
code. Therefore, while form-based codes
are an emerging practice, they will ultimately fit comfortably within the fabric of
American land-use jurisprudence.
—Mark White, aicp
White is a partner in the law firm Smith & White,
LLC, in Lees Summit, Missouri.
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THE 1811 PLAN OF NEW YORK

BETWEEN 1686 AND THE EARLY 19TH CENTURY, the settlement on Manhattan Island

grew slowly as settlers made inroads into the forests and wetlands. By 1807, officials
recognized the need for a larger, more orderly system for creating streets and steering
development. They created a state-appointed commission with full powers to establish a
binding plan for future streets and open spaces.
Gouveneur Morris served as president of the commission and John Randall worked
as the chief engineer and surveyor. Four years later they published the 1811 Plan of New
York. A supplemental act in 1809 authorized the removal of trees and other obstacles to
the creation of the street plan. From this plan, New York assumed the grid system urban
design that continues to define it today. This bold and forward-thinking plan anticipated
future development to a remarkable degree.
—Kelly Chen
Chen is a planning student at the University of Illinois.
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neighborhoods with a denser fabric of
mixed uses. However, zoning actions that
weave new uses into a single-use neighborhood are sometimes challenged as
spot zoning. Courts have long recognized
the legitimacy of placing complementary uses within a close distance of each
other in order to promote walkability. For
example, in 1943 the Utah Supreme Court
rejected a spot zoning challenge to a zoning system that placed small, neighborhood-serving retail uses in the midst of
residential neighborhoods in Marshall
v. Salt Lake City, 105 Utah 111, 141 P.2d
704, 711 (1943). The court recognized the
validity of a flexible system of use regulations that promote walkability and avoid
the rigid separation of uses that requires
constant vehicle trips to meet daily needs.
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Nonverbal communication can say as much as spoken words. Their body language sends a message of exclusion and rejection.

Credibility, Respect, and Power
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PLANNING COMMISSION-

ers spend a lot of time
PLANNING
choosing the right words
TOOLS
to avoid sending the wrong
message, but it is equally
important to monitor the nonverbal
communication signals that accompany
your words. In fact, research shows that
more than 93 percent of communications
effectiveness is determined by eye contact,
body language, facial expressions, and
voice quality.
When you are trying to send important messages like “I am telling you the
truth” or “I respect you,” or when you are
establishing the power positions of the
parties, the nonverbal signals you send
can be even more important than the
particular words you speak.
Understanding nonverbal communication can help you monitor your own
physical cues and understand what other

people are telling you, even when they’re
not speaking out loud. Here is how this
applies to planning commission meetings.
Honestly, now . . .
People involved in high-tension civic
discussions often feel very distrustful,
and planning commissioners need to
carefully monitor both incoming and
outgoing nonverbal signals of honesty.
How can you tell if a witness is exaggerating or lying? How can you make sure you
aren’t inadvertently sending signals of
dishonesty? Here are some tips on how to
enhance your own credibility and assess
the straight story from other people.
We are very suspicious of people who
won’t look us in the eye. Speakers rated
as “sincere” make eye contact three times
more often than “insincere” speakers.
Maintaining sincere eye contact doesn’t
mean staring like an unblinking lizard.

Honest speakers blink between 10 and 20
times per minute. To not appear dishonest, avoid excessive blinking when facing a
news camera or when sitting on a brightly
lit podium, where strong lights may naturally trigger a lot of blinking.
Stress and tension can cause delicate
nerves in the face to tingle, so people who
are lying often scratch their noses, touch
their cheeks, and rub their eyes more frequently than calmer, more truthful speakers. The same response can also thicken
the consistency of the saliva. Stressed or
tense speakers (whether honest or dishonest) often lick their lips, swallow, or clear
their throats more often than relaxed and
happy speakers. Have a glass of water
available when you are making a stressful
presentation.
People with something to conceal
often hide their hands. In stressful situations, keep your hands where people
American Planning Association
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Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mich.), former Sen. Mary Landrieu (D-La.), and Sen. Jack Reed (D-R.I.)
display varying levels of skepticism during a hearing. Landrieu, who has her mouth covered,
is the least receptive.

can see them. People who talk with their
hands are also perceived as being more
confident.
Show respect
It is easy to say you want to treat citizens
with respect, but what should you actually
do to demonstrate it?
Start by paying attention. Abandon
other activities competing for your attention. Set aside reports and turn off your
cell phone. Put your pen down as soon
as a citizen approaches the microphone
to indicate that you are now turning
your attention to the speaker. Needless
to say, turning away from the witness to
exchange private whispers or jokes with
a fellow commissioner is an obvious and
inappropriate misdirection of attention.
Leaning forward is an effective way
to convey attention to and interest in a
speaker. By inclining forward in your
chair, you create a more intimate environment between you and the speaker that
seems to exclude distractions. Leaning
back can signal that you feel distanced
from the speaker or are unwilling to get
personally interested in the issues.
No matter how big the audience is,
genuine, respectful eye contact involves
looking at one individual at a time. Select
2
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Supreme Court Chief Justice John Roberts
positively reinforces his testimony during
his confirmation hearing with forceful, but
not domineering, hand gestures.

one audience member and make personal
eye contact with that citizen, then look
at another part of the audience and make
eye contact with another individual. Even
if you cannot make personal eye contact
with each person in the room, attendees
will perceive that you are respecting each
citizen as a unique individual.
We have a natural tendency to make
more eye contact with people we know

and like, and with an individual who has
asked a question and is now listening to
the answer. In an audience setting, however, looking exclusively at one person
for too long can actually send messages
of disrespect to everyone else. If you have
something to say of interest to one audience member, assume that it is of interest
to everyone, so shift eye contact regularly.
Some planning commissioners who
process information best when it is in
writing might alternate between looking
at the witness and looking at staff reports
and other printed materials, trying to link
what they are hearing to the written evidence before them. Other commissioners
are such focused listeners that they need
to eliminate visual distractions that could
compete with auditory evidence. These
commissioners may close their eyes to
listen to a witness, seem to stare straight
“through” the speaker without really seeing anything, or gaze vaguely at their desk
or off into space. While these can be effective strategies to help commissioners balance verbal, written, and visual input, they
can send the inadvertent message that the
commissioner isn’t really listening.
It is very important to keep your hands
away from your mouth whenever you are
speaking or listening. Studies have shown
that roughly three-fourths of people who
cover their mouths when listening are
hiding thin, compressed lips that indicate
disapproval. Concealing your lips while
listening sends the signal that you don’t
like the person you are listening to, that
you disagree with what is being said, or
that you don’t want to be involved in the
discussion.
These negative nonverbal signals are
often accompanied by positive but insincere cues such as nodding one’s head or
smiling, but the rejection message always
prevails. A savvy audience can often
predict the planning commission’s vote
simply by watching what happens when
various supporters and opponents are
testifying. If too many audience members
start covering their lips while you are
speaking, you aren’t getting through. Take
another approach.
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It is perfectly okay, though, to touch
other parts of your face while listening.
Resting your chin on your hand while
listening or touching your cheek send the
message that you are listening carefully
and trying to understand.

©PRESSUREUA | DREAMSTIME.COM

Powerful planning
Power is a real part of the world of planning and politics. Neighbors who feel
pushed around feel resentful and angry,
while commissioners who appear weak,
ineffective, or lacking in confidence may
be unable to achieve important civic goals.
Hands communicate power in several
ways. Powerful people speak with their
hands and point with their index fingers
while speaking. People who engage in
hand-washing motions, clutch their fingers, rub the back of their necks, put their
hands in their pocket, or touch their body
or face are sending signals of nervousness
or insecurity, so be aware of what you are
doing to ensure you are sending appropriate signals of confidence and authority.
It is important to keep in mind that
everyone has a sphere of personal space.
When you inadvertently invade someone’s
private bubble, an individual feels threatened. So when you see someone moving
closer or farther away from you, don’t
automatically adjust the distance to your
own comfort level. Consider whether the
individual has moved in order to minimize his or her discomfort.
Sending the right signals
While it is always important to pick one’s
words carefully in the high-profile world
of planning, it is equally important to
monitor and control one’s nonverbal communication signals. By using nonverbal
communication skills planning commissioners can enhance their statements,
better communicate with the public, and
help make the planning process more
inclusive.
—Debra Stein
Stein, who died in 2009, was president of CGA
Strategies and a nationally recognized land-use
expert, public affairs professional, and published
author. This article first appeared in the Fall 2006
issue of The Commissioner.

New technologies are being introduced into autonomous vehicles continuously, but it could
be decades before completely driverless cars are widely adopted.

Driverless Vehicles
and Your Community
MUCH HAS BEEN

written about what
BEST
PRACTICES might happen, what will
happen, and even what
should happen as a result
of autonomous vehicles.
But not enough attention has been given
to how we get there, and more precisely,
where it is exactly that we want to end up.
Identifying our community’s goals and
plotting the “how” is what we, as planners
and planning commissioners, do. We
may be in the best position to facilitate
consensus around the desirable outcomes
of AV technology, and to create the
policies that ensure those outcomes. (For
more on new federal action, see “Feds
Issue Policy on Autonomous Vehicles” on
page 10 in News.)
Let’s start with what we know. In
2013, the National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration released its Preliminary
Statement of Policy Concerning Autonomous Vehicles, which identified five levels
of automation ranging from Level 0 (no
automation, like conventional cars you
are used to) to Level 4 (full automation,
in which the “vehicle is designed to perform all safety-critical driving functions
and monitor roadway conditions for an
entire trip”). Fast forward to 2016 and we
have Level 2 technology available on the

market today; this technology allows a
driver to temporarily relinquish control of
the vehicle, meaning both hands and feet
can disengage until the driver’s attention
is needed. Today, some vehicles traveling
on highways use Level 2 technology for
adaptive cruise control in combination
with lane centering.
There is a lot of speculation about
when we can expect commercially available Level 4 technology—the holy grail of
AVs and the level at which many of the
technology’s purported benefits could
begin to accrue. Some automakers claim
they will have figured out full automation
in the next few years, while others are
less aggressive in their timeline. The best
guess for wide adoption currently hovers
around 2025 to 2050—there are still many
details to work out.
Although widespread adoption of
full automation is likely many years, and
perhaps decades away, we—as planners
and commissioners—should be drivers
and managers of change.
A 2015 study by the National League
of Cities found that only six percent
of municipalities had considered the
potential impacts of autonomous vehicles
within their long-range transportation
plans, while 50 percent suggest new highway construction is necessary. A handful
American Planning Association
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WHICH MODEL SHOWS PROMISE?
Shared ownership of autonomous vehicles can lead to the most benefits.
BENEFIT

INDIVIDUAL OWNERSHIP

SHARED OWNERSHIP

Traffic safety

Yes

Yes

Time for productivity or leisure

Yes

Yes

Expanded mobility for those unable to drive

Yes

Yes

Fluidity of traffic flow

Possibly

Possibly

Reduced emissions

Possibly

Enhanced

Reduced vehicle congestion

Possibly

Enhanced

Increased availability of land

Possibly

Enhanced

agreements; and incentivizing developers
to provide comprehensive and innovative
travel demand management programs.
PRICE HIGH-DEMAND PARKING AND
DRIVING CORRIDORS according to their

true value. To enhance incentives toward
a mobility-as-a-service model, allow
individuals to internalize the true cost
of driving in urban areas. Communicate
to service providers that your city values
high-capacity, shared mobility options.

SOURCE: NELSON\NYGAARD

RETHINK TRANSPORTATION METRICS.

of states (Nevada, California, Florida,
Michigan, along with Washington, D.C.)
have adopted policies allowing for the
testing of autonomous vehicles within
their borders, though experts disagree on
whether these policies were necessary to
allow the testing to occur. The policies’
primary purpose—whether intended or
not—may have been simply to encourage
industry investment in those states, rather
than to steer industry toward any particular applications of the technology.
Policy opportunities
So while there has been some policy
activity to harness the potential economic
benefits of a new industry, the vast majority of cities still have a huge opportunity
and responsibility to act. The potential
benefits are too great not to. These benefits could include increased traffic safety,
reduced vehicle congestion, and fluidity
of traffic flow on highways (reduction
of human response time); more time
for productivity or leisure (while AVs
drive); expanded mobility for seniors,
people with disabilities, and those under
the legal driving age (all driven by AVs);
and increased availability of urban land
for uses other than parking (as AVs do
not need to park near their users). None
of these benefits, however, is a foregone
conclusion, and some could be enhanced
if the predominant ownership model is
centralized rather than individualized.
This is why it is so critical for planning
leaders to act today.
4 The Commissioner December 2016

The benefits of shared fleets of autonomous vehicles start with the ability
to combine trips across a much broader
critical mass of travelers, generating more
high-occupancy vehicle trips. If mobility can be as readily available through a
shared service-based model as it is today
in a personal ownership model, parking
demand at residences, workplaces, and
businesses could decrease. In this way,
shared AV mobility services could reduce
the need for land, so denser development
is possible by removing the space dedicated to transportation. And with modest
increases in density, higher quality mass
transit becomes much more viable. In
this world, congestion is not a barrier
to growth; instead, mobility and urban
growth support each other’s success.
As AV technology emerges, we should
be cognizant of the benefits we stand to
gain during early adoption, but also of
the increased opportunities provided by a
shared-use model in a more mature market. There are things we can start today—
most of them known policy approaches—
to increase the positive outcomes for our
communities tomorrow.
LEVERAGE THE LAND USE CODE.

Allow developers to anticipate (and in
doing so, partially help to create) a world
in which pick-up and drop-off zones are
much more highly valued than individual
parking spaces. This starts by removing
parking minimums and replacing them
with maximums; allowing shared parking

We get what we measure. Level of
Service—the status quo of transportation metrics—values one vehicle with
one traveler nearly the same as a shared
vehicle with four travelers. If we want
to increase non-single-occupant vehicle
travel, we need a metric that communicates that value; vehicle miles traveled is
one such metric.
IMPLEMENT VISION ZERO, WALKABILITY,
AND BIKEABILITY PLANS to require that

safe and comfortable travel for all people
is the primary objective. Motorized
vehicles, regardless of how operated, are
subject to this requirement.
These policies create the basic building blocks for cities that put people first
and encourage a world in which AV
technology supports, rather than works
against, the highest and best uses of scarce
resources.
With these policies in place, planners
are free to develop partnerships or new
service delivery models. Some questions
to consider include how to transition
current transit operator employees to new
professional tracks; potential taxation
approaches to encourage the most efficient transportation system; designating
specific mobility hubs as AV-based service
labs; and leasing publicly owned land to
shared AV fleet operators for temporary
storage.
—David Fields, aicp, and Terra Curtis
Fields is a principal and Curtis is an Associate IV
with Nelson\Nygaard.
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On Being an Effective—and Satisfied
—Planning Commission
“WHY DO WE EVEN

bother?”
If you have served
LAW
on a planning commission, chances are you’ve
heard this statement—or
maybe even made it yourself—on more
than one occasion. Typically, this lament
is triggered by a city council decision that
fails to follow the planning commission’s
recommendation. Stung by the rejection
of their advice, planning commissioners uttering these words wonder if their
contributions are even necessary (or
appreciated).
As a current city council member who
served on a planning commission for nine
years (and has advised city councils and
planning commissions as a city attorney
for over 20 years), I can tell you that your
contributions are, in fact, necessary. But
the value of those contributions should
not be measured by whether your recommendations are adopted by your city
council. Instead of focusing on whether
the city council adopts your recommendations, expend your energy making sure
those recommendations are supported by
evidence, based on relevant policy arguments, and produced by an objective and
fair process that earns credibility with all
stakeholders.
As you strive to be an indispensable
part of your city’s planning infrastructure,
here are three things that might help you
be more effective and less frustrated:
EMBRACE THE FREEDOM OF NOT BEING
THE CITY COUNCIL. Some planning com-

mission members arrive at their “why do
we even bother” moments in part because
they are trying to play the same role as
the city council. As a planning commissioner, you’ll want to avoid this for at least
a couple of reasons.
First, council members are elected;

planning commissioners are not. As
elected officials, council members are
directly accountable to the residents of
the community. Describing the unique
position council members occupy, L.P.
Cookingham (one of the deans of the local government management profession)
once wrote: Council members spend a
great deal of time and energy monitoring
the mood of your city. It’s harder than it
looks; don’t be in a hurry to try to do it
for them.

Never forget that the
council, to the best of
its ability, expresses the
will of the people. There
will be times when you
will not understand why
the council takes certain
actions, but you will
see that the council is
generally right, and the
members express public
opinion as they see it and
as they learn it from their
constituents.
Second, council members are required
to juggle a broad range of priorities. In addition to the issues that planning commissioners study, the council is responsible
for the city’s finances, public works, public
safety, and many other issues. They must
both understand and balance the competing interests of all of these areas every day
without being experts in any one area.
As planning commission members,
you have the luxury of focusing exclusively on planning issues. You should embrace
the freedom to develop that expertise
unburdened by the roles of balancing priorities and determining what is politically

possible. Recognizing that your role is that
of an expert advisor to the council—and
not a “mini-council member”—will help
you be more effective and less frustrated
as a planning commission member.
GET ON THE SAME PAGE WITH YOUR
CITY COUNCIL. If you find that your

city council frequently disregards your
recommendations, it may be a sign that
the planning commission and the council
have different ideas about the community’s goals. Rather than focusing on the
individual decisions, take a step back and
examine your community’s long-range
goals. Are the recommendations you are
making consistent with those goals? If
they are—and the council is rejecting
them—the real issue may be that the
council is not on board with those goals.
Your community’s long-range goals
should be articulated in a comprehensive
plan. The planning commission and city
council each bring critical ingredients for
successfully crafting and amending that
comprehensive plan. As planning commissioners, you contribute expertise in
land-use planning; the council contributes expertise in what residents of the
community will support and how landuse planning objectives fit with other city
priorities. If you work with the council to
craft (and continually refine) a document
that incorporates all of this expertise, you
will have fewer “why do we even bother”
moments.
BE OBJECTIVE AND CREDIBLE EXPERTS.

Focusing on being an expert advisor to
the council is a necessary, but not sufficient, part of being an effective planning
commission. It is critical, in addition to
being an expert advisor, that the commission earns a reputation with the council
and community stakeholders as an objective evaluator of land-use applications and
American Planning Association
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honest broker of community discussion
and research in crafting and refining longrange land-use goals.
Here are a few of the many tools
to consider using to help reassure the
council and community stakeholders on
this front:

HISTORY

A SAFE PASSAGE FOR WILDLIFE

PROHIBIT EX PARTE COMMUNICATIONS

in evaluating site-specific applications. Limiting input by applicants and
interested residents (both in favor and
opposed to any given application) to written submissions or testimony at a noticed
public hearing reassures those observing
the process that all of the information you
consider when evaluating an application
is in the record presented to you and
available to the applicant and interested
members of the public.

tion to make up your mind until you’ve
had a chance to hear from all stakeholders and your colleagues on the planning
commission.
DIRECT—DON’T BE DIRECTED BY
—CONSULTANTS AND STAFF. Use outside

experts to tell you the answer, not the
question to ask.
ENGAGE STAKEHOLDERS in meaningful

ways in policy-making processes. Many
of your most valuable experts in charting
long-range goals will be stakeholders in
your community who know the community from firsthand experience.
As a member of the planning commission, you can be an effective and essential
part of a city’s land-use regulatory infrastructure if you understand your role, get
on the same page with your city council,
and earn a reputation as an honest broker
of planning expertise for your community.
—Kevin Staunton
Staunton is a city council member in Edina,
Minnesota. Prior to his election in 2014, he served
nine years on the Edina Planning Commission,
including two years as its chair. Professionally, he
is an attorney licensed to practice in Minnesota,
where he has served as the city attorney in Excelsior
since 1996.
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Chicago’s Burnham Wildlife Corridor comprises about 100 acres running along Lake
Michigan’s shoreline south of the city center.
DEVELOPMENT IS OFTEN RESPONSIBLE for the fragmentation of wildlife habitat. One

tool that planners have used to mitigate some of the negative impacts of disconnected
habitats is a wildlife corridor. The idea comes out of the work of famed biologist E.O.
Wilson, who studied the effects on isolated populations of various species in the 1960s.
The basic theory is that plants and animals can travel between isolated patches of habitat
by using a “corridor” of undeveloped or restored greenspace and thus reduce the loss of
genetic diversity.
Critics of the strategy point to the lack of scientific research showing the effectiveness
of corridors. Some studies have shown that to be successful, corridors must be significantly wider than most currently are, since many animals tend to avoid edges and prefer
more room to maneuver.
—Ben Leitschuh
Leitschuh is APA’s education associate.

RESOURCE
FINDER

Autonomous vehicles will take to the roads in the coming years. Is your
community ready?

APA RESOURCES

When Autonomous Cars Take to the Road
Erick Guerra
Planning, May 2015
planning.org/planning/2015/may
/autonomouscars.htm
Planning for the Autonomous Vehicle
Revolution
Joseph DeAngelis
APA Blog, June 2016
planning.org/blog/blogpost/9105024

WEB RESOURCES

Why Aren’t Urban Planners Ready
for Driverless Cars?
Eric Jaffe
CityLab, December 2015
tinyurl.com/nl8t6fv
Imagining the Driverless City
Patrick J. Kiger
Urban Land, October 2015
tinyurl.com/jthwrp6

PHOTO COURTESY CHICAGO PARK DISTRICT

KEEP AN OPEN MIND. Resist the tempta-
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Still Thriving
The Changing Face of the Rural Midwest
By Jay Walljasper, Commissioned by The McKnight Foundation

The biggest issue facing rural Minnesota is not the lack of economic opportunities or
the continuing exodus of young people, says Kelly Asche, program coordinator of the
Center for Small Towns, based at the University of Minnesota Morris. Those problems
are symptoms of an underlying ailment: “the negative, mistaken narrative that says
rural Minnesota communities are dying.”
He notes that over the last 50 years only three Minnesota communities have dissolved,
most recently Tenney on the North Dakota border in 2011. Its population had dropped
to 5.

The misperception that rural towns
are emptying out fuels pessimism
among residents, which squelches creative thinking about their communities’ futures, Asche says.
“Rural Minnesota is changing, not dying,” he explains— a perspective that
is guiding some communities to focus
on their strengths rather than their
losses to attract new residents, open
up economic opportunities, promote
healthy lifestyles, invigorate Main
Streets and improve quality of life.

Midwest Wind Energy Center, Hendricks, Minnesota.
(Photo: JC Shepard)

Yet the entrenched narrative of decline in rural Minnesota colors how everyone interprets changes that occur, he says, offering an example from his own life. Asche, who
grew up in Hancock, remembers when the hardware store there closed, forcing residents to drive eight miles to Morris for household needs — a sure sign of Hancock’s
death spiral. While a student at the University of Minnesota Twin Cities, he lived in
St. Anthony Park — one of St. Paul’s most desirable neighborhoods — and when a
hardware store there closed, residents had to drive five miles to the nearest one. This,
in contrast, was explained as a sign of a changing retail economy, not of the neighborhood’s demise. Another hardware store has since opened, but the St. Anthony Park
post office closed in 2015, which would have been interpreted as the final blow to a
small town.
Winter Landscape
(Photo: Sylvia Lewis, Creative
Commons APA Image Library)

-Continued on page 5
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From the Chair
As we prepare to flip the calendar and begin a new year I am filled with
a mix of excitement and sadness. With the New Year comes the changing of the guard on the STaR Executive Committee. Over the past three
years I’ve had the pleasure to serve with our outgoing VP of Communications, John Shepard, and our outgoing Past-Chair, Dave Gattis. STaR as
an organization is stronger for their leadership and wisdom, and I am
better because of their friendship. So we won’t say “goodbye,” but “so
long, until we meet again.” Hopefully at the 2017 National Planning
Conference in NYC!

STaR Division
2017 Executive Committee
Chair, Jessica Garrow, AICP
City of Aspen, Colorado
jessicagarrowaicp@gmail.com

Vice Chair – Programs
Bill Lavers
Development Corporation of Snyder, TX
bill@growsnyder.com
Vice Chair – Communications
Jeremy Snow
Environmental Works, Inc.,
Springfield, Missouri
jsnow@environmentalworks.com
Secretary/Treasurer
Mary Howard, AICP
State of New York DOT
Tivoli, New York
mthdwh8000@yahoo.com
Immediate Past Chair
Chad Nabity, AICP
Hall County RPC, Grand Island, NE
cnabity@grand-island.com
Follow APA STaR online so you don't miss
any important news! At APA:
http://www.planning.org/divisions/smalltown/
On LinkedIn: Search "APA Small Town &
Rural Planning Division"
On Facebook: www.facebook.com/APASmall-Town-and-Rural-Planning-Division
On Twitter: Follow @APA_SmallTown

This brings me to the good. The very good. We have a strong and eager
new team of planners picking up the reigns in 2017. Chad Nabity will be
moving into the role of Past-Chair, and I am grateful he continues lending his knowledge and friendship as I move into the Chair role. Our Secretary/Treasurer extraordinaire, Mary Howard, will continue making
sure we are on the up and up. Two new Vice Chairs, Jeremy Snow
(Communications) and Bill Lavers (Conferences and Programs), join the
crew and I know are eager to move our organization to the next level.
In the next year we have much in store – this year the National Planning
Conference includes more sessions and mobile tours related to small
towns and rural areas than I’ve seen in a long time. From learning about
“New Ruralism” to rural broadband to economic development in small
towns, the conference is chalk full of great content relevant to STaR
members and affiliates. We detail some of that in the pages that follow,
and you can also check it out on the APA website: https://planning.org/
conference/program/search/2017/?tags=SMALL_TOWN. Additionally,
we will be looking at new ways to engage our membership this year –
from division sponsorships to webinars, look for ways to be engaged in
the division. We are always looking for folks to serve on our committees, so please let me know if you are interested in serving STaR in a
more formal committee capacity. And, please reach out if you have ideas for what you’d like to see STaR do more of. Next newsletter we’ll
highlight results from our 2016 survey.
The New Year also brings with it the changing of the guard at the national level. After a divisive election, I hope that our new president, who
campaigned on promises of protecting rural communities, is able to follow through on those promises. During his campaign he also focused on
increasing investment in infrastructure, something desperately needed
in many rural communities. It will certainly be an interesting 4 years.
Regardless of the national level politics I believe there are great opportunities for America’s small towns and rural communities.
But for now, the snow beckons me back outside. Here’s to a great 2017.
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Register Now for #APA17
Registration is now open for APA’s National Planning Conference in New York City (#APA17). In addition to the STaR by right sessions, there are several other opportunities of interest for small town &
rural planners. These will fill up fast—see you in New York, May 5-9.
Friday, May 5 | 7 am - 7 pm

Sunday, May 7 | 4 pm - 5:15 pm

Hudson Valley Local Agriculture and Foodshed

Small Town Municipal
Broadband Gabfest

Activity Type: Mobile Workshops & Orientation Tours

Activity Type: Sessions & Discussions

Division: Small Town and Rural Planning Division

Division: Small Town and Rural Planning
Division

Monday, May 8 | 10:30 am - 11:45
am

Bridging the Generational Divide in RRDs
Activity Type: Sessions & Discussions

Topic: Comprehensive Planning

Division: Small Town and Rural Planning Division

Track: Disruptive Economic Development

Topic: Housing and Community Development
Track: Housing and Inequality

Ruth Moore | Rebecca Thornton |
Mark Castiglione, AICP | Seth McKee
| Brian Kehoe, AICP

The number of small-town municipal
broadband projects has exploded in
recent years. A recent APA survey
asked members about municipal
broadband initiatives in their communities. Discover the results of that
survey and discuss the role of planners in municipal broadband projects.

Sunday, May 7 | 8:30 am - 6 pm

Dale Neef | Catherine McMahon |
Anna Read, AICP | Nader Afzalan

Topic: Food Systems

Discover the Hudson River Valley
during a scenic train ride along the
Hudson River followed by a bus tour
showcasing the region’s local agricultural renaissance and efforts to preserve the "foodshed".

Regional Transect - NYC
to Sullivan County

Monday, May 8 | 9 am - 10:15 am

Activity Type: Mobile Workshops & Orientation Tours

New Ruralism? Working for Us!

Division: Small Town and Rural Planning Division

Activity Type: Sessions & Discussions

Topic: Small Town and Rural

Division: Small Town and Rural Planning
Division

The APA NY Metro Chapter includes
rural Sullivan County, where the
Woodstock Festival took place in
1969. This tour will explore the relationships of NYC to these outer
reaches from water to special interest groups to extreme commuters.
The relationships are complex and
the issues are ones that will be faced
by more and more communities.
Freda Eisenberg | Helen Budrock,
AICP | Andrew Schwartz, AICP CUD |
Megan Tennermann, AICP | Jeff
Skelding | David Niederman | Kristina Heister

Topic: Small Town and Rural
Track: Leadership in Planning

Can “New Ruralism” become a counterpoint to New Urbanism? Hear
how about the strategies rural communities in Maine, New Hampshire,
and Vermont have used to engineer
a renaissance across the region.
Tara Bamford | Lynne Seeley | Peg
Hough, AICP | Mark Lapping | Chad
Nabity, AICP

What typically transpires when retirees settle in a rural resort community? Affordable housing options decrease. Economic insecurity increases. And younger workers migrate
elsewhere. Learn about the interrelationships of these variables and how
an enabling design approach can
create communities where all generations thrive.
Esther Greenhouse | Trudy Galla,
AICP

-Continued on page 4
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Tuesday, May 9 | 8 am - 9:15 am

National Planning Conference #APA17

Economic Development
in Small Town America

Monday, May 8 | 6:30 pm - 9 pm

Small Town and Rural
Planning Division Dinner: Let’s Talk Legal Issues
Activity Type: Sessions & Discussions | Ticketed Special Events
Division: Small Town and Rural Planning
Division
Topic: Law
Track: Planning Law

Explore the small town or rural area
planner’s role and share realistic tips
on addressing legal, ethical, and
social equity issues resulting from
the planner’s unique relationship
with the applicant and public
“where everyone knows everyone
else’s business.” Includes dinner. All
conference attendees are welcome.

Activity Type: Sessions & Discussions
Division: Small Town and Rural Planning Division
Topic: Small Town and Rural
Track: Disruptive Economic Development

Join fellow small town and rural planners to discuss economic development strategies. Explore the small
town or rural area
planner’s role and share realistic tips
on establishing effective economic
development for America’s diverse
small towns and rural areas.
Chad Nabity, AICP | William Lavers |
Jessica Garrow, AICP

Sean Suder | Dwight Merriam,
FAICP | Mark White, AICP

#APA16 mobile workshops gave members an inside look at food processing.
(Photo: JC Shepard)
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Changing Face of Rural
One of the key factors affecting
rural Minnesota has been the
gradual shift away from an agriculture-based economy. Everlarger farms employ fewer people and buy fewer supplies locally. Nationally, only 6.3 percent of rural people live on
farms and 7.6 percent work
there, Asche says. Even among
Minnesota farm operators, 55
percent work primarily off the
farm and 93 percent depend on
some off-farm income.
Illustrating the scope of this
change, Asche points to a pair
of maps showing the percentage of US counties where farming accounted for at least 20
percent of earnings. In 1969,
this included nearly half of Minnesota, primarily the western
and southern sections of the
state. By 1999, after three decades of farm consolidation, it
had shrunk to just a few spots
on the map bordering the Dakotas.
Expanding livelihoods in farming
to include more people, he says,
means looking beyond largescale agricultural commodities
to farmers markets, local food
production, and the production
of prepared foods. For example,
the University of Minnesota
Morris is working to make regionally produced food a growing share of meals served on
campus.
Another change sweeping the
nation is apparent in rural Minnesota: the rising percentage of
Americans who are not white.

Thirteen of the 15 Minnesota
counties that experienced
population growth from 1990
to 2010 because of increasing
numbers of people of color
are outside the metro area.
Mexican restaurants are increasingly common on Main
Streets throughout the state,
while Somalis and other immigrant groups can be found in a
growing number of towns.
The change that’s hardest to
accept for many rural Minnesotans is the migration of their
kids or grandkids out of town.
It’s inevitable that many people will be drawn to larger
communities after high school,
Asche says, when their primary focus is getting an education, starting careers, and
seeking mates. “But when
they turn 30, we’ll be ready
for them,” he declares. Asche
cites the work of Ben Winchester, a research fellow at
the University of Minnesota
Extension, who finds that the
state’s rural areas benefit
from an in-migration of people
ages 30 to 49 seeking a lower
cost of living and slower pace
of life.
Asche’s call for a new narrative about rural Minnesota is
not just the product of academic research; it’s embodied
in his own life story. He grew
up in Hancock, moved to the
Twin Cities for college, and
several years ago at age 30
returned to south central Minnesota with his wife. “We

were looking for a less hectic
lifestyle and greater access to
the outdoors,” says Asche.
The couple was drawn to New
London because of its growing
arts community and nearby
parks, lakes, rivers, and bike
trails. Living there has prompted Asche to become an entrepreneur. Now, in addition to
working at the university at
Morris, he co-owns Goat Ridge
Brewing, a craft brewery and
taproom that opened in 2015
just off Main Street in New
London.
Indeed, nine towns in this corner of the state now boast
craft breweries or brewpubs,
just one of numerous signs
that life in Minnesota’s small
towns has evolved plenty
since the time of Sinclair Lewis’s Main Street and Garrison
Keillor’s Lake Wobegon Days.
Here’s a look at changes underway in seven communities
throughout the southwest and
south central region that are
positioning themselves for a
brighter future.
Jay Walljasper is an awardwinning writer, speaker, and
authority on vital communities
at jaywalljasper.com. This
article is reprinted in part from
his report “Still Thriving: The
Changing Face of Southwest
and South Central Minnesota”.
You can access the full report
at the McKnight Foundation,
(December 2016).
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Small Towns and Sustainability
A Facilitated Discussion
The APA Iowa Chapter met in
Burlington for its 2016 Conference, October 19-21. Small
Towns and Rural Planning Division (STaR) member Keith
Marvin, AICP of Marvin Planning
Consultants in David City, Nebraska submitted the Small
Towns and Sustainability Facilitated Discussion for consideration at the at the Iowa Chapter
Conference. He invited his cofacilitator for the session at the
2016 National Planning Conference, STaR Chair Chad Nabity,
AICP, to help present at the state
conference. The Iowa Chapter
graciously accepted the proposal
and a first attempt was made to
take the facilitated discussions
presented at the NPC to a Chapter Conference. This is a model
supported by the STaR executive
board and the key project that
Nabity wants to be involved in as
the immediate past chair of the
Division in the next term. Dawn
Kimmel, Regional Planner for the
Siouxland Interstate Metropolitan Planning Council (SIMPCO),
Sioux City, Iowa, graciously volunteered to coordinate and compile the results of the discussion
for both STaR and the Iowa Chapter.
From Iowa Chapter Conference:
Small Towns and Sustainability
Sessions provided opportunity
for a wide range of best practices
demonstrations and presentations. Between Mobile Tours and
focused training on Skill Building,
Creating Partnerships & Public
Involvement, Current Planning
Trends and Emerging Profession-

als, attendees were provided
opportunity to collect information from multiple perspectives.

“Small Towns and Sustainability”
was a Current Planning Trends
facilitated discussion led by APA
STaR Division representatives.
Participants ranged from private
planning/engineering firms,
Council of Government (COG)
representatives, undergrad and
graduate program students, long
time professionals as well as
newcomers. Based on the premise that those seated together
had arrived together, attendees
were systematically re-disbursed
and assigned to the round tables
provided in the room. The end
result was six tables with eight to
nine people at each table.
Facilitators brought forward
three questions to initiate conversation within small groups
with responses guided toward
firsthand experiences of those
within the group. Following is
the summary of commonalities
revealed through each ten minute focused discussion.
Question 1
How have your communities
incorporated sustainability practices into their comprehensive
plans?
The concept of SMART Principles
was mentioned in nearly all focus
groups. Health-centered planning has become an easily received option in justification of
non-traditional concepts, such as
complete streets. Some commu-

nities have limited sustainable
elements to storm water collection features. A not-so-surprising
trend is that of increased attention to trails and walkable communities, especially in areas with
large student populations. Some
communities have moved into
fast forward and addressed not
only affordable housing, but units
that are also net-zero in their carbon footprint and energy consumption.
Question 2
What struggles did you have or
do you anticipate with including
sustainability practices into comprehensive plans for your communities?
Money is a leading roadblock
even in conceptual planning.
Combined with the lack of comparable, viable, working models
in small and rural communities,
the assumption of “too expensive” is a predominate factor for
disqualification. Education of
what “sustainable” actually
means and how one’s own community has been or could be impacted is a missing essential.
Opposition by informal community leaders is a key component of
failed implementation. An interesting element of discussion included the acknowledgement
that words, the phrasing of the
presented notion or concept,
matter. Planners must know
their audience and suit the language of presentation to that
specific group at that specific
time to overcome refusal by way
of misinterpretation.
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Question 3
How do sustainability issues in
small towns and rural areas differ
from the issues faced by more
urban communities?
As touched upon in previous discussion, existing models that are
viable and fully functioning are
simply lacking. For extreme
changes, as in the case of modernizing Comprehensive Plans with
sustainable concepts, many decision makers want proof that the
effort put into convincing the
community to adopt a plan and
the money committed to developing said plan, is going to work and
is assured to be better than what
is already in place. Urban models
that are prevalent have minimal, if
any, meaningful relevance to
small communities. Even models
implemented in other rural areas
are likely to have vastly different
infrastructure and therefore design. Fear of the unknown is alive
and well in small town Iowa. Scale
is a resounding element of discussion regarding urban versus rural
or small town sustainability.
Small changes can have a huge
impact depending on the element
in question. However, the relevant cost is sometimes high when
benefits are not immediate or
visibly obvious. Perhaps the biggest area of contrast is that of
purpose. Sustainability is part of
growing a community and thereby
changing it. In many cases, longtime residents (many of whom are
formal or informal community
leaders) are upset by their community not being good enough for
others, especially new residents.
Establishing a favorable mindset
toward growth – especially when
the contrary outcome is decline –
is necessary and possibly the most
important standard to set before
attempting to implement Sustain-
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ability as a primary component of
a Comprehensive Plan.
Participant Summation
The facilitated discussion format
provided for the ability to more
fully discuss ideas and processes
based on others’ first-hand experiences. The more personal exchange easily allowed for a different kind of networking associated
directly with topics and solutions
applicable to current projects.
The give-and-take of facilitated
discussion pleasantly counters
the tendency toward drawing
attention to one’s own agenda
rather than the intent of the presenters.
How to Host Your Own Facilitated Discussion:
STaR has been hosting facilitated
discussions at the National Planning Conferences since 2013.
STaR Facilitated Discussion topics
include:
 Aging in Place in Small Towns

and Rural Areas
 Defining Small Town Charac-

ter: What is a Small Town?
 Placemaking in Small Towns
 Small Towns and Sustainability
 Coming in 2017 Small Town

and Rural Broadband
The basic format for the facilitated discussion is 10-15 minutes of
presentation and PowerPoint
slides to define the concepts and
set the stage for the discussion
(presentations can be provided to
facilitators). Round tables are the
preferred format for the session.
A table recorder should be selected from each table. Groups
should be given between 10 and
15 minutes to discuss each question and the recorder should capture the discussion and respons-

es. Groups can be allowed time
to report out depending on the
size of the group and time allotted to the session. A final
report should be generated by
the facilitator or a volunteer
and submitted for publication in
the STaR Newsletter. Facilitated
discussions are a great way to
focus content at a state or regional conference on material
of interest to Division members
and to encourage Division
members to participate in their
state or regional conferences as
representatives of the Division.
A template for the final report is
available. If you would like to
facilitate a STaR discussion at
your local conference contact,
Chad Nabity at cnabity@grandisland.com for details.
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Book Review: Hillbilly Elegy
By Chad Nabity, AICP; Immediate Past Chair

I love small towns and rural
places. In my mind, that is the
small towns and rural places in
Nebraska. But I have been involved in National APA long
enough to know that small town
and rural means something
different to every person, and
changes based on where you
are in the country. I also love to
read. I don’t get to read nearly
as much as a want to, but I
meet that need by listening to
books. This summer, at the end
of July, I saw this interview on
my Facebook feed. http://
www.theamericanconservative.
com/dreher/trump-us-politicspoor-whites/ The American
Conservative is not a magazine
that I would typically subscribe
to, follow, and to be honest,
even pick up in a doctor’s

waiting room. I consider myself moderate, independent and nonpartisan in my political views. Magazines and web sites with names
like this turn me off. This feed on my Facebook page intrigued me;
(there may be something to their algorithm) and after reading the
beginning of the first interview question, I knew that I wanted to
read the book or hear this story. Add in the fact that it was available
on Audible and I could listen to the book while tending my CSA garden, driving to work, or other daily activities that keep my hands or
feet busy, but allow my mind to roam, and I had to get the book.
The very beginning of the response from J.D. Vance to the first interview question:
What many don’t understand is how truly desperate these
places are, and we’re not talking about small enclaves or a
few towns – we’re talking about multiple states where a significant chunk of the white working class struggles to get
by. Heroin addiction is rampant. In my medium-sized Ohio
county last year, deaths from drug addiction outnumbered
deaths from natural causes. The average kid will live in multiple homes over the course of her life, experience a constant
cycle of growing close to a “stepdad” only to see him walk
out on the family, know multiple drug users personally, maybe live in a foster home for a bit (or at least in the home of an
unofficial foster like an aunt or grandparent), watch friends
and family get arrested, and on and on. And on top of that is
the economic struggle, from the factories shuttering their
doors to the Main Streets with nothing but cash-for-gold
stores and pawn shops.
What Vance describes is not what I envision when I think small towns
and rural areas. I don’t think I am alone in projecting my biases on
what I want to see. His story, a personal success story, tells of small
town and rural life that is significantly different from the one I grew
up with, and even from the one I think I see where I live. It is an important story that eloquently describes a life that too many rural
Americans live every day. His story provides the kind of context that
we as planners need in order to avoid the pitfall of making plans that
don’t or can’t apply in our communities.
Vance very clearly does not have the answers. He is a young man
just getting started as an attorney at the end of this part of his story.
It is my hope that I can, after reading his story, use this information
to make the plans for my rural communities a little better and a little
more responsive to this rural America that I don’t know.
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STaR News Ten Years On: Flashback to Fall 2006
What were STaR Division planners talking about in the Small
town & Rural Planning News 50
years ago?
In the Fall of 2006, Dale Powers (then in Illinois) was our
Chair, and J. Ernest Jutte with
the National Park Service was
Immediate Past Chair. Dave
Gattis, our outgoing Past Chair,
served as Vice Chair of Programs, Tim Katers of Colorado
was Vice Chair Communications, and Roxann Read of Missouri was our SecretaryTreasurer. We also had a full
slate of Division Liaisons, with
many recognizable names
from past and future APA leadership.
The 2006 National Planning
Conference had been held in
San Antonio, Texas, and preparations were underway for the
2007 conference in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Bill Steiner wrote about “Place
Making in Community Life”, a
timely topic still today. Placemaking “is particularly important today because alive,
warm, vibrant places full of
people meet fundamental
needs we have as an American
society and people.”
Onetime STaR Chair Nancy
Brown informed us on “How
the Workforce Investment Act
Can Help Your Community”. If
a small town & rural planner is
anything, we are generalists
and need to know a little bit
about a lot of different things.
Michael Hershman who still
helps out on the STaR newsletter, offered a new column,

“Rural Planning 101”. The
first offering covered the basics of the rural planning office—do you remember when
having a website was optional?
Andrew L. Smith, Planning Director at the City of Natchez,
Mississippi, and Trudy Galla,
Planning Director at Leelanau
County, Michigan, were featured STaR member. “Those
of us who are fortunate to
work in small, rural communities,” Mr. Smith related, “are
able to make a world of difference in the lives of others.”
Yes, it’s what keeps many of us
coming into work every morning.
You can read your own back
issues of our Division newsletter since 2000 on the APA
STaR webpage:

https://www.planning.org/divis
ions/smalltown/newsletter/.
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Planning Webcast Series
APA’s Divisions and Chapters sponsor a series of weekly webcasts, at no cost to members, to help you
gain CM credits you need… and maybe learn something if you’re not careful.
January 20 , 2017– How Can Planners Mitigate the Effects of Climate Change? — Arkansas Chapter
(check CM status)
Details to be announced. Check the Ohio Chapter APA website for details.

February 10 – Bicycling Innovations for Small Towns and Rural Communities— Wisconsin Chapter
Details to be announced. Check the Ohio Chapter APA website for details..
You can see the current listing of all webcasts at www.ohioplanning.org/planningwebcast.
Distance Education – webcast recordings were approved for CM credit for viewing in 2016:
 Housing for People with Disabilities: A Civil Rights Lens - 1.5 CM LAWCr edits
(#e.9008313)
 Ethics of Private Practice Consulting - 1.5 CM ETHICS Credits (#e.9016910)
For video recordings of past webcasts, visit the Planning Webcast Series YouTube Channel
at www.youtube.com/planningwebcast.

STaR gets Social (Media, that is!)
Selections from our Twitter Feed
The American Planning Association and APA STaR maintain
a presence across social media to
bring you the latest and greatest
news and information throughout the year.
Check out our Facebook and
LinkedIn pages, and our Twitter
feed, for timely updates between
editions.

Larry Nielsen @PawPawLarry
Small town newspaper is historic, and
still relevant www.tinyurl.com/lr3jxtj
Paw Paw, Mi weekly paper is great.
#lovelocal #smalltown

Clay Forsberg @clayforsberg
Absolving ourselves from civic responsibility by turning it over to politicians and
government is at the core of our societal
decay.
APAadvocates @APAadvocates
Wishing all planners a very happy holidays from the APA DC staff!

U.S. Census Bureau @uscensusbureau
What does #rural America exactly mean
or look like? This interactive story map
helps paint a picture: go.usa.gov/x8yPZ
#ACSData

MARL Program @MARLprogram
It's a MARL morning; today
#MARLclassIX learning about shrimp
farming on the prairie, social media
@Ralco #TruShrimp
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Member Spotlight:
Jeremy Snow, Springfield, Missouri
Name: Jeremy S. Snow
Position: Client Manager /
Environmental Consultant for
Environmental Works, Inc.
Education: Bachelor of Science in Planning, Missouri
State University
APA Involvement: I have
been a member of APA since
2011. I am currently a member of eight APA Divisions and
two focus groups. I serve as a
Board Member for the Ozark
Mountain Section of the Missouri Chapter. Brand New
Vice-Chair Communications for
APA STaR Division.

How did you become interested in planning? I always
knew I would either become
an Architect or Civil Engineer.
I became that Engineer while
in U.S. Army. Upon my exit of
the military I enrolled in an
Engineering Program to learn
the remaining skills and the
professional credentials Uncle
Sam did not give me; however,
as a non-traditional student I
realized that I would graduate
in my late 30's and that was
not acceptable to me. I explored alternatives and noticed a degree option for City
Planning, read the description,
and knew I was made to be a
Planner. I said to myself "I
love SimCity, and now I can do
it for real!"
How did you get involved in
APA? I know three things
that work for me in order to be
the best and to reach the top of
whatever I am striving for: 1)

I must learn from the people
that are already there; 2) I
must study and practice with
people that are already involved; and 3) I must stay informed on current hot topics
and trends. I joined the APA in
college because I knew this
was the organization that
meets all three things.
What's the most interesting
project you're working on?
I am actually in transition and
as of the beginning of January
2017, I am back in the private
sector working as a Client
Manager and Environmental
Consultant. My main mission
is to continue the growth of
the 25 year old environmental
firm. In 2016, I managed and
implemented environmental
reviews, specifically related to
HUD funded projects for the
City of Springfield, Missouri. I
am a voice for the earth that
has none and I take that seriously. Environmental Stewardship should be a topic that
everyone is practicing, but
since it's not, I pride myself in
learning everything I can to
better educate the public and
aid in their decisions making
process.
Are you noticing any trends
among small towns in your
practice? I see that smaller
communities are either struggling to survive or are working
diligently to gain their competitive advantage.
Have you had any projects
that didn’t work out? While
working as an environmental

consultant the first time , I attempted to develop a comprehensive planning service line
for the company. I worked
with a few smaller communities in the area, but couldn't
bring one on board.
What did you learn from that
experience? In order to
properly serve these communities better I had to discover
how to offer a supreme service
at a cost that didn't cripple the
city budget but allowed for
profit. I was also missing a
huge piece on how the public
sector process really work so I
decided to leave and work in
the public sector.
What's the best part of
working in small towns &
rural areas? Environmental
Works, Inc. has a large client
base of both private sector and
public sector organizations.
We work in and with a variety
of smaller communities nationwide to ensure the correct
environmental procedures and
rules are followed. I think understanding STaR communities and how they function is
vital to not only the success of
my firm but also the cities and
regions they are surrounded
by.
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So Long, and Thanks for All the Fish
By John C. Shepard, AICP; former Vice Chair-Communications

Over the last three years, since STaR members elected
me to the Division board, I’ve changed jobs three times
across three different states, and edited 12 editions of
the Small Town & Rural Planning newsletter. Now it’s
Jeremy Snow’s turn to take the editor’s pen as Vice Chair
of Communications. Jeremy let me interview him for my
last Member Profile, on page 11. You’re going to like
what he can do for our Division.
Nebraskan Chad Nabity, now Immediate Past President,
helped recruit me to the position after the Chicago National Planning Conference. A fellow Scouter, Chad has
given his all to the Division, and I’m glad he went out of
his way to get me involved.
I got to know incoming President Jessica Garrow more
since I moved back to Colorado last year, while she
served as Vice Chair of Programs. I’m really glad Jessica
agreed to lead our Division on top of her promotion at
the City of Aspen.
Past President Dave Gattis from Texas (incoming VCPrograms Bill Lavers is a Texan, too), David Birchler from
Michigan and Mary Howard from New York as Secretary/Treasurer, and long-time officer Dale Powers from
Minnesota, all made my job—my service—much easier.
I never thought about it much before I joined the Board,
but the Small Town Division is one of APA’s larger divisions, and we’ve grown over the last term. We now
boast over 500 members—you, me, and the officers,
with members across the U.S., Canada, and overseas.

Much like our daily
jobs, our division,
newsletter, conference
programs, and awards
are what WE make of
them. If you can’t
make it to the National
Planning Conference in
New York City this year,
then write up your latest project for the STaR
News. If Twitter is your thing, retweet
@APA_SmallTown or prompt us with a good Small
Town or Rural Planning tweet. Throw out a discussion topic on our LinkedIn group or Facebook page.
Start thinking about a submission for next year’s
STaR Awards. I know I will.
As planners, we have an ethical obligation to give
back to our profession. Thank you for giving me the
opportunity to do so with STaR.

